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Make 
Connections
Highlight evidence that 
helps you determine 
the cause of natural 
disturbances. 

Make a connection 
about a natural 
disturbance that you 
know of or have read 
about. What caused it? 

CLOSE READ
A wildfire burns through an old forest. A flood 

sweeps across a coastal area. A mudslide buries a wide 
patch of jungle. When the disaster has passed, the 
landscape has changed. Many plants and animals are 
gone. The ones that remain begin to shape their new 
ecosystem, which includes all the living and nonliving 
things in the area.

A natural disaster is a type of disturbance, or 
temporary condition that causes major changes in an 

ecosystem. After a disturbance, plants that remain 
sprout from seeds or roots in the soil. Other plants  
move into the area. Over time, shrubs and trees grow,  
shading out smaller plants. Insects make their homes  
in decaying plant matter. Small mammals burrow in the 
ground. Birds return and nestle among the leaves. What 
once was quite barren becomes rich with life again. 

Cycles of disturbance and regrowth are common in 
nature. Many plants and animals have characteristics 
that help them survive these types of changes. Their 
populations may suffer losses. But they can eventually 
bounce back from fire and flood. So when it comes to 
disturbances, some may argue that we should let nature 
take its course. 

1

2

3

Ecological Succession
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Blooming Plants Bigger Plants TreesGrasses and
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CLOSE READ

geological relating to 
the study of Earth’s 
physical properties   

Analyze 
Argumentative 
Texts
Underline the  
author’s claim. 

However, disturbances can be catastrophic when 
humans are involved, and humans live in almost all 
natural areas on Earth. A large natural disaster can kill 
people and damage property. That is why it is essential 
that humans practice careful management of nature. 
Management can reduce human tragedy and still 
allow diverse ecosystems to thrive.  

Ecological Succession

Cycles of disturbance and regrowth are part of 
ecological succession. That’s the natural process of 
change in an ecosystem over time. In simple terms, this 
is what happens during ecological succession: blooming 
plants appear first, followed by grasses and other 
small plants, then bigger plants, shrubs, and finally 
trees. Each step allows the next step to happen.

Ecological succession happens after a disturbance 
such as a forest fire. The fire doesn’t last long, but it 
causes significant change. Other natural disturbances 
include mudslides, floods, droughts, avalanches, and 
heavy winds or tornadoes. Natural disturbances are 
the result of environmental elements, weather, and 
geological processes.  

4

5

6

Question for 
Reflection: 

What does your local 
ecosystem look like?  

In what ways do 
people control it? 
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CLOSE READ

Analyze 
Argumentative 
Texts 
Underline details 
on both pages 
that introduce an 
opposing viewpoint, 
or counterclaim, to the 
author’s claim. 

Then underline details 
that argue against  
the counterclaim. 

habitat a place where a 
plant or animal normally 
lives or grows   

Fires and Ecological Succession

Wildfires offer a good example of how ecological 
succession works. Wildfires occur in forests, grasslands, 
shrub lands, and even in wetland areas, such as marshes 
and swamps. Wildfires frequently break out during the 
dry season. They are often the result of a lightning strike.  

Wildfires play a role in many forest ecosystems. Some 
plants, such as the jack pine tree, need a fire’s heat to 
release their seeds. Fire can also clear away old growth 
and underbrush, creating a habitat for new plants. 
This enhances biodiversity, or the variety of plants and 
animals in a specific area. Long before humans began to 
settle near or in forest areas, forests developed naturally 
in response to wildfires.

Fire: People and Nature 

Today, many people live in or near forests and other 
areas where wildfires can start. If the fires spread 
too fast and too far, they can be deadly. In the United 
States, local, state, federal, and tribal governments have 
established fire management policies. These policies 
focus on saving human lives. They also try to balance 
saving human property with protecting the 
environment.  

Fire management has changed over time. Initially, 
management focused on eliminating all wildfires. 

7

8

9

10
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Make 
Connections 
Highlight reasons that 
explain why stopping 
wildfires became  
a priority in the  
United States after  
the Big Blowup. 

Do you think wildfire 
management is helpful 
or hurtful to our society? 
Make connections and 
discuss your answer with 
a partner. 

CLOSE READ
However, this strategy led to many problems. A more 
successful approach controls wildfires while still 
allowing some cycles of disturbance and regrowth.

In the United States, managing wildfires became a top 
priority in 1910, following the Big Blowup, one of the 
largest wildfires in the nation’s history. The Big Blowup 
actually started as a series of smaller fires; officials 
estimated there were hundreds of them that started in 
late summer. Months of dry weather were followed by 
a sudden bout of storms. Lightning, as well as sparks 
from a train, started numerous fires. Whipped together 
by hurricane-force winds, the fires burned 3 million 
acres in Montana, Idaho, and Washington State in two 
days. The fires killed at least 85 people. Smoke reached 
all the way to New England, more than 1,900 miles from 
Montana. Soot reached the country of Greenland, more 
than 2,700 miles away.  

The Big Blowup finally ended with the help of 
4,000 soldiers-turned-firefighters and a heavy rainfall. 
Afterward, lawmakers in Montana, Idaho, and 
Washington, under pressure from the public, began 
pushing the U.S. Forest Service to adopt a new 
policy of suppressing, or immediately putting out, 
any and all forest fires. The policy soon went into 
effect. Under the new rules, all wildfires were 
to be put out no later than 10 A.M. the day after 
they started.

Forest Service Chief Henry Grave was in office 
during and after the Big Blowup. He said that this 
tough new approach was the best way to protect U.S. 
forests, the people, and businesses nearby, as well as the 
nation’s economy. (Fighting fires of this size is hugely 
expensive. In addition, lumber companies wanted to 
protect timber so they could sell it.) 

11

12

13

Question  
for Reflection:

Have you seen 
examples of ecological 

succession in your 
area? What did  

you notice? 
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Analyze 
Argumentative 
Texts
Underline details that 
attack the counterclaim 
that aggressive 
interventions eliminate 
fires altogether. 

CLOSE READ

The Forest Service received government funding to 
build new roads into the wilderness so firefighters could 
quickly reach a blaze. It built lookout towers so workers 
could see over vast stretches of forest. It hired highly 
trained fire crews. Later it added smokejumpers, people 
who jump out of planes to put out fires; bulldozers to 
drop dirt on fires; and planes to spray flame retardant 
over forests. Flame retardant helps keep wood and 
other materials from catching fire. The goal was to use 
technology and labor to eliminate fire entirely.  

The policy of complete fire suppression turned out to 
be a devastating mistake. People failed to understand 
the essential role that wildfires play in forest 
ecosystems. Aggressive fire suppression interrupts the 
cycle of disturbance and regrowth that makes forests 
thrive. Such forests become more, not less, likely to 
burn. When forests are so carefully protected, they grow 
thicker. Trees grow closer together. Dead and fallen 
trees, no longer cleared by periodic wildfires, litter the 
forest floor. This debris can easily catch and spread fire. 
And that can mean less frequent but much larger and 
more destructive wildfires.

14

15

debris the remains of 
something that has  
been destroyed
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Make 
Connections
Highlight details that 
tell what happens when 
people try to “clean” the 
forest after a fire. 

Make a connection to 
what you know about 
the world that helps 
you understand what 
happens when people 
mismanage nature.

CLOSE READ

That’s what happened in 2000. During spring and 
summer of that year, a long dry spell and a buildup of 
debris led to massive wildfires. The fires burned more 
than 6.6 million acres, mainly in western states. That’s 
more than double the average per decade in the United 
States. Then, in 2006, almost 10 million acres burned 
across the country. 

After wildfires, people also cause problems by 
attempting to “clean” the forest. Workers log and clear 
trees in burned areas. They sometimes even take trees 
that are still living. This is known as salvage logging. 
Advocates say that it will help a burned forest bounce 
back faster. However, many experts say logging and 
clearing robs these areas of essential nutrients and 

resources that will help regrowth. The process not 
only removes trees but also disturbs organisms in the 
ground. Heavy equipment compacts the soil. That can 
lead to erosion and runoff, the draining of water from 
soil. Erosion and runoff, in turn, can affect nearby water 
sources. The ashy sediment that the runoff water carries 

can harm plants and fish in streams, rivers, and lakes. It 

also harms the animals that eat those plants and fish.

16

17

advocates people who 
support a cause or policy   
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Analyze 
Argumentative 
Texts
Underline a reason 
in paragraph 18 that 
supports the author’s 
main claim. Then 
underline facts that 
support the reason. 

CLOSE READ
Over the past few decades, the 

Forest Service has rethought 
its approach to wildfires. It 
has taken a hard look at the 
results of scientific research as 
well as the clear failure of its no-
burn policy. Now the Forest 
Service uses controlled burns 

to help maintain forest ecosystems. 
Controlled burns mimic the natural process of 
wildfire disturbance. They also reduce the buildup of 
wood that can cause massive and uncontrollable 
wildfires. Controlled burns protect people while also 
promoting ecological renewal. This type of careful 
management benefits both people and forests. 

Barrier Islands and Ecological Succession

Barrier islands are long, sandy islands along ocean 
coastlines. Geological processes built these islands, and 
ocean waves and winds shape them every day. Steady 
waves deposit sand to form long beaches. Strong waves 
during storms sometimes submerge whole islands. 
Currents erode sand on one end of a barrier island. 
These currents carry the sand and deposit it on the 
island’s other end. This can cause the whole island to 
move slowly down the coast. Clearly, disturbance is 
constant on barrier islands. Because of this, ecosystems 
remain in the first few stages of succession. Ocean forces 
often “reset” these ecosystems. 

18

19

Question 
for Reflection:
Have you seen the 

aftermath of a fire? What 
did you notice? Can 

 you think of ways humans 
could help without 
further disturbing 

the area?
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CLOSE READ

Vocabulary in 
Context 
Context clues are 
words and phrases that 
surround an unfamiliar 
word and help you 
determine the word’s 
meaning. Look at the 
word conditions in 
paragraph 21. 

Underline context clues 
to help you determine 
the meaning of 
conditions. 

Each barrier island ecosystem has distinct features. 
Beaches on the ocean side remain sandy with no plants. 
Algae live between particles of sand. The algae provide 
food for burrowing animals, such as crabs. Winds blow 
sand toward the middle of a barrier island, forming 
dunes. Grasses and other low plants take hold on these 
dunes. Their roots help to stabilize the sand. Salt 
marshes and mud flats develop on the protected side of 
a barrier island. Cordgrass grows in these areas. Many 
fish, sea turtles, and wading birds live within the 
submerged cordgrass. 

Tidal activity floods low areas of a barrier island 
daily. Constant winds blow saltwater onto these islands. 
These conditions make it hard for shrubs or trees to 
grow. Larger woody plants only grow 
on larger islands. Wide dunes on these 
islands protect the plants. Trees and shrubs 
on barrier islands are usually evergreen. 
Their tough leaves provide protection from 
windy and salty conditions.

Small barrier islands have very little 
fresh water. Plants must get water from 
rain. Animals either use saltwater or get 
fresh water from plants. Larger islands 
have freshwater ponds in areas away from 
shore. The island of Assateague is a large 
barrier island along the coasts of Maryland 
and Virginia. Freshwater ponds on this 
island support frogs and toads, red fox, 
deer, and even wild horses. The horses are 
descendants of domestic horses brought to 
the island by European colonists.

20

21

22
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Make 
Connections
Highlight details 
that help you make 
connections to what 
you have read in other 
texts about the process 
of erosion. 

CLOSE READ

Storms are particularly damaging to barrier islands. 

The strong winds of tropical storms blow away sand 

dunes. Strong waves remove beach sand. Salt marshes 
and mud flats that were protected by dunes and beach 
are then vulnerable. Diverse animal populations in 
these areas may disappear. All ecosystems on a very 
small barrier island can be damaged by a storm such as 
a hurricane.

Some natural features of a barrier island prevent sand 
from completely disappearing during a storm. Storm 
waves move across the whole island in a process called 
overwash. These waves move sand from the ocean 
side to the land side. The sand collects on the land 
side and does not wash away. Scientists have verified 
that overwash protected sand on Santa Rosa Island in 
Florida during Hurricane Opal in 1995.

Plant life on a barrier island can also prevent the 
loss of sand. Roots of plants hold sand as waves crash 
ashore. Roots and leaves shelter dunes from heavy 
winds. When sand is protected, all barrier island 
communities can thrive.

23

24

25
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Analyze 
Argumentative 
Texts
Underline evidence  
that supports the idea 
that people should 
manage nature to 
prevent disasters. 

CLOSE READ

Barrier Islands: People and Nature 

Lovely beaches and dunes attract people to barrier 
islands. They are popular tourist spots, and they 
support many permanent human communities. 
Galveston Island in Texas has had people living on it for 
over 1,300 years. Its current population is over 50,000 
people. But barrier island communities face challenges. 
Natural disruptions from storms can kill people and 
ruin property. On Galveston Island in 1900, nearly 
10,000 people were swept away or killed in a huge 
storm. This led officials to build a seawall for protection.    

A seawall is a structure made of concrete or rocks. It 
is built on the coast to keep communities safe from tides 
and large waves. A seawall changes the coastline of a 
barrier island. Instead of sand, waves 
encounter a hard, unmovable surface. 
Seawalls and other hard structures can 
interrupt the flow of sand down the 
ocean side of a barrier island. This can 
change ecosystems on that island and 
on other islands near it.

In 1933, engineers built two jetties 
between Fenwick Island and Assateague 
Island, off the coast of Maryland. These 
rocky structures allowed boats to move 
between the islands. But the north jetty 
stopped the flow of sand to Assateague 
Island. The south jetty caused waves to 
quickly erode the beach on Assateague. 
The change in the movement of sand 
actually moved part of the island closer 
to shore.   

26

27

28
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Analyze 
Argumentative 
Texts 
Underline details that 
help you identify the 
author’s intended 
audience, or readers.  

CLOSE READ

Structures like jetties and 
seawalls improve safety 
and access for people on 
barrier islands. And some 
may argue that this type of 
management also protects 
many barrier island ecosystems. 
Hard structures meant to prevent 
waves from reaching upland areas also protect dune 
ecosystems. When dunes are protected, so are mud 
flats and salt marshes on the land side of the island. 
Management can actually slow down the rate of cycles 
of succession. These ecosystems can then remain stable 
over a longer period of time.

29 Question for 
Reflection:

How might people help 
minimize changes to 
barrier islands rather 

than make them 
worse? 
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CLOSE READ

Analyze 
Argumentative 
Texts 
Underline a reason that 
supports the author’s 
main claim. Then 
underline facts that 
support that reason. 

valve  a structure 
that controls the flow 
of materials  

Unfortunately, seawalls or jetties can damage the 
beach ecosystem. Sand can erode more quickly when 
these hard structures interfere with normal wave 
movement. So, many communities on barrier islands 
pay for beach nourishment. Beach nourishment widens 
a beach by adding sand from other areas. A community 
interested in beach nourishment generally consults with 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The Corps helps the 
community come up with a good plan. The community 
then hires skilled contractors to perform the work.

During beach nourishment, workers use a floating 
machine called a dredge to suck up sand from 
underwater. The workers then steer the dredge toward 
the center of the beach. They attach a long pipeline 
to the dredge that stretches to the beach. The end of 
the pipeline is fitted with a Y-valve, that is then fitted 
with two more sections of pipeline. This valve allows 
workers to control the flow of sand to different sections 
of the beach. As sand is pumped onto the shoreline, 
bulldozers spread it out.    

Beach nourishment is expensive. The process of 
pumping and moving sand is loud and disruptive to 
beach communities. Having heavy equipment working 
on a beach interferes with tourism. It is also only a 
temporary solution to the long-term problem of erosion. 

However, beach nourishment does restore the 
important beach ecosystem to a barrier island. This 
ecosystem prevents waves from damaging roads and 
homes close to the beach. It expands habitats for barrier 
island animals. It also enhances recreation and tourism 
on the island. 

30

31

32

33
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Analyze 
Argumentative 
Texts
Underline evidence  
that supports the 
author’s point on the 
previous page. 

CLOSE READ

Restoration of the beach ecosystem has been shown 
to protect barrier islands from hurricane damage. 
Officials from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration observed that islands with beach 
nourishment kept their sandy beaches after hurricanes 
in 2005 and 2008. Other similar islands experienced 
heavy erosion. On those islands, beaches and dunes 
were removed by violent waves and wind. Salt  
marshes on those islands then became vulnerable to 
future storms.  

Restoration of barrier islands in general helps to 
protect coastal communities from hurricanes. The 
Barataria Bay island chain off the coast of Louisiana is 
being restored with funds from the Coastal Wetlands 
Planning, Protection, and Restoration Act. These islands 
are a first line of defense when a hurricane hits. They 
absorb energy from the storm, sparing communities on 
the mainland.   

34

35
Fluency
Read paragraphs 34–38 
aloud with a partner. 
When you come to a 
word you do not know, 
sound out the letters in 
the word. Use context 
clues to help you 
determine the meaning 
of the word.
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Make 
Connections
Highlight a solution the 
author provides to the 
argument about humans 
managing nature. 
Connect this solution 
to solutions in other 
argumentative texts you 
have read. 

CLOSE READ

Ecosystems on barrier islands can benefit greatly 
from human management. After violent natural events, 
such as hurricanes, human intervention can restore 
these ecosystems. Barrier island management also helps 
human communities. It enhances species diversity 
on the islands and improves safety. In these ways, 
management is much more beneficial than just letting 
natural cycles act on barrier islands. 

Conclusion

Disruptions are common in nature. Some, such as 
fire and mudslides, are relatively rare. Others, such as 
wind and waves, are constant in certain ecosystems. 
Catastrophic disruptions can reset ecosystems to an 
early stage of succession. These systems were formed 
to handle these types of disruptions. However, modern 
human communities were not, and people now live 
within nearly all ecosystems. 

To protect lives and property, we must manage 
nature. If done thoughtfully, management can actually 
protect and enhance ecosystems. We can slow down 
cycles of natural disturbance, increasing stable habitats 
for many plants and animals. We must respect and 
understand cycles of nature. But with ecological 
understanding, we can manage nature so that all of 
life benefits. 

36

37

38
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SHARED READWEEK 5 LESSON 2
READING WORKSHOP

Introduce the Text
Preview Vocabulary

• Introduce the vocabulary words on p. 574 in the Student Interactive and 
define them as needed.

  geological: relating to the study of Earth’s physical properties

  habitat: a place where a plant or animal normally lives or grows

  debris: the remains of something that has been destroyed

  advocates: people who support a cause or policy

  valve: a structure that controls the flow of materials

• Say: These words will help you understand the ideas in People Should 
Manage Nature. As you read, highlight the words when you see them in 
the text. Ask yourself what they convey about how people influence natural 
systems.

Read
Discuss the First Read Strategies. Prompt students to establish that the purpose 
for reading this selection is to understand one side of an argument.

FIRST READ STRATEGIES

NOTICE Remind students to focus on the claim the author makes. Students should look 
for ways the author supports his claim throughout the text.

GENERATE QUESTIONS Encourage students to ask themselves questions to make sure 
they understand the topic and that their purpose for reading is being met. 

CONNECT Have students pay attention to how the text connects to other texts they have 
read on similar topics.

RESPOND Students should discuss with partners whether the author successfully 
persuaded them of his claim.

Students may read independently, in pairs, or as a class. Use the First Read 
notes to help them connect with the text and guide their understanding.

OBJECTIVES
Establish purpose for reading 
assigned and self-selected texts. 

Generate questions about text 
before, during, and after reading 
to deepen understanding and gain 
information. 

Make connections to personal 
experiences, ideas in other texts, 
and society. 

Recognize characteristics and 
structures of argumentative text.

People Should 
Manage Nature

Shared Read Plan
First Read Read the text. 
Pause to discuss the First 
Read notes with students.

Close Read Use the Close 
Read notes to guide your 
instruction for Lessons 3 and 4.

T302 UNIT 5 • WEEK 5
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WHOLE GROUPNOTEBOOK
myView
Digital

REALIZE
READER

AUDIO ANNOTATE

ELL Targeted Support Concept Mapping Tell students that concept 
mapping can help them learn relationships between words and their 
meanings.

Display a concept map with “Natural Systems” in the center and the five 
vocabulary words around it. Work with students on saying the words and 
their definitions aloud. Help students draw pictures that represent or help 
remind them of the meaning of the terms. EMERGING/DEVELOPING

Have students work in pairs to define each word in the concept map. 
Students should add new words related to natural systems as they read 
the text. EXPANDING/BRIDGING

STUDENT INTERACTIVE, pp. 574–575

ELL Access 
Background Knowledge Students 
make meaning not only from the 
words they use but also from their 
prior knowledge. Encourage students 
to share personal knowledge or texts 
they have read about ways people try 
to control nature.
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Lee Francis IV is  
a writer and teacher 
whose work has 
appeared in many 
publications. He 
leads a company 
called Native 
Realities, which 
creates comics and 
graphic novels for 
and about Native 
Americans and other 
native groups. He 
lives in Albuquerque, 
New Mexico, with his 
family and dog. 

People Should  
Manage Nature

Preview Vocabulary
As you read People Should Manage Nature, pay 
attention to these domain-specific vocabulary words. 
Notice how they connect to the author’s claim.

theMeet Author

Generate Questions

about the purpose you 
set for reading.

Connect

this text to other texts 
you have read.

Respond

by discussing with a 
partner whether the 
author successfully 
persuaded you.

First 
Read

geological              habitat

debris             advocates             valve

Read
Before you begin, consider reasons for reading the 
text to establish your purpose. Use these strategies 
when you read argumentative texts. 

Notice

how the author 
supports his claim with 
facts and details.

574574
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by Lee Francis IV

People Should 
Manage Nature

Genre Argumentative Text

AUDIO

ANNOTATE
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Blooming Plants Bigger Plants TreesGrasses and
Other Small PlantsBlooming Plants Bigger Plants TreesGrasses and

Other Small Plants

Make 
Connections
Highlight evidence that 
helps you determine 
the cause of natural 
disturbances. 

Make a connection 
about a natural 
disturbance that you 
know of or have read 
about. What caused it? 

CLOSE READ
A wildfire burns through an old forest. A flood 

sweeps across a coastal area. A mudslide buries a wide 
patch of jungle. When the disaster has passed, the 
landscape has changed. Many plants and animals are 
gone. The ones that remain begin to shape their new 
ecosystem, which includes all the living and nonliving 
things in the area.

A natural disaster is a type of disturbance, or 
temporary condition that causes major changes in an 
ecosystem. After a disturbance, plants that remain 
sprout from seeds or roots in the soil. Other plants  
move into the area. Over time, shrubs and trees grow,  
shading out smaller plants. Insects make their homes  
in decaying plant matter. Small mammals burrow in the 
ground. Birds return and nestle among the leaves. What 
once was quite barren becomes rich with life again. 

Cycles of disturbance and regrowth are common in 
nature. Many plants and animals have characteristics 
that help them survive these types of changes. Their 
populations may suffer losses. But they can eventually 
bounce back from fire and flood. So when it comes to 
disturbances, some may argue that we should let nature 
take its course. 

1

2

3

Ecological Succession
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Close Read
Make Connections
Tell students that as they read an 
argumentative text, they should make 
connections between ideas in the text as well 
as to their own background knowledge and 
experiences. 

Have students read paragraphs  
1 and 2. Ask: What connection can you 
make between natural disturbances and 
ecological succession? Have students 
highlight evidence. See student page for 
possible responses.

Ask: What connection can you make 
between the information in the text and a 
natural disturbance you know about? Tell 
students to think about their own experiences 
as well as what they have read about in 
school or in the news.

First Read
Generate Questions

THINK ALOUD The author starts 
out by talking about a few different natural 
disasters: a wildfire, a flood, and a mudslide. 
He says that after these disasters, life comes 
back and things begin to regrow. How can 
natural disasters change the environment? I’ll 
think about this as I read. 

DOK 3

SHARED READWEEK 5 LESSON 2
READING WORKSHOP

OBJECTIVE
Make connections to personal experiences, 
ideas in other texts, and society. 

Possible Teaching Point

Read Like a Writer | Author’s Craft 

Author’s Voice To help students understand how an author’s language 
can contribute to the voice of a text, have them read paragraph 4. Ask 
students to identify the connotations of catastrophic, damage, essential, 
careful, tragedy, and thrive that the author uses when talking about people 
managing nature. Explain that language and tone can often indicate an 
author’s opinion about a particular topic.

T304 UNIT 5 • WEEK 5
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Blooming Plants Bigger Plants TreesGrasses and
Other Small PlantsBlooming Plants Bigger Plants TreesGrasses and

Other Small PlantsBlooming Plants Bigger Plants TreesGrasses and
Other Small Plants

CLOSE READ

geological relating to 
the study of Earth’s 
physical properties   

Analyze 
Argumentative 
Texts
Underline the  
author’s claim. 

However, disturbances can be catastrophic when 
humans are involved, and humans live in almost all 
natural areas on Earth. A large natural disaster can kill 
people and damage property. That is why it is essential 
that humans practice careful management of nature. 
Management can reduce human tragedy and still allow 
diverse ecosystems to thrive.  

Ecological Succession

Cycles of disturbance and regrowth are part of 
ecological succession. That’s the natural process of 
change in an ecosystem over time. In simple terms, this 
is what happens during ecological succession: blooming 
plants appear first, followed by grasses and other 
small plants, then bigger plants, shrubs, and finally 
trees. Each step allows the next step to happen.

Ecological succession happens after a disturbance 
such as a forest fire. The fire doesn’t last long, but it 
causes significant change. Other natural disturbances 
include mudslides, floods, droughts, avalanches, and 
heavy winds or tornadoes. Natural disturbances are 
the result of environmental elements, weather, and 
geological processes.  

4

5

6

Question for 
Reflection: 

What does your local 
ecosystem look like?  

In what ways do 
people control it? 
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Possible Teaching Point

First Read
Notice
 THINK ALOUD The ecological 
succession that happens after a disaster 
seems like a natural thing, but it sounds like 
the author is arguing that people should 
step in to influence how an environment is 
restored after a disaster. I will keep reading 
to figure out whether I'm right about the 
author's claim.

Close Read
Analyze Argumentative 
Texts
Remind students that in an argumentative 
text, an author will state his or her claim, or 
position on a certain issue. Students should 
look for the claim in the introduction of an 
argumentative text. The rest of the text will 
contain reasons that support the claim. 

Have students scan paragraphs 1–4 and 
underline the author’s claim. See student 
page for possible responses.

Tell students that they should make note of 
the author’s claim by underlining it. 

Ask: Why do you think the author placed his 
claim where he did?

Possible Response: This sentence ends the 
introduction. The author wanted to quickly 
introduce the topic and provide his claim 
about it. The next sections will support the 
claim. 

As they read, students should look for 
reasons that support the claim.

DOK 3

Word Study | Vowel Changes 

Use the Vowel Changes lesson on pp. T336–T337 in the Reading-Writing 
Workshop Bridge to teach students how changing the end of a word can 
change its pronunciation. Explain that succession, used in paragraphs 5 
and 6, is related to the word succeed. The pronunciation changes when the 
end of the word changes. Encourage students to look for other examples 
as they read.

OBJECTIVE
Recognize characteristics and structures of 
argumentative text by identifying the claim. 

T305People Should Manage Nature 
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CLOSE READ

Analyze 
Argumentative 
Texts 
Underline details 
on both pages 
that introduce an 
opposing viewpoint, 
or counterclaim, to the 
author’s claim. 

Then underline details 
that argue against  
the counterclaim. 

habitat a place where a 
plant or animal normally 
lives or grows   

Fires and Ecological Succession

Wildfires offer a good example of how ecological 
succession works. Wildfires occur in forests, grasslands, 
shrub lands, and even in wetland areas, such as marshes 
and swamps. Wildfires frequently break out during the 
dry season. They are often the result of a lightning strike.  

Wildfires play a role in many forest ecosystems. Some 
plants, such as the jack pine tree, need a fire’s heat to 
release their seeds. Fire can also clear away old growth 
and underbrush, creating a habitat for new plants. 
This enhances biodiversity, or the variety of plants and 
animals in a specific area. Long before humans began to 
settle near or in forest areas, forests developed naturally 
in response to wildfires.

Fire: People and Nature 

Today, many people live in or near forests and other 
areas where wildfires can start. If the fires spread 
too fast and too far, they can be deadly. In the United 
States, local, state, federal, and tribal governments have 
established fire management policies. These policies 
focus on saving human lives. They also try to balance 
saving human property with protecting the environment.  

Fire management has changed over time. Initially, 
management focused on eliminating all wildfires. 

7

8

9

10
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SHARED READWEEK 5 LESSON 2
READING WORKSHOP

Close Read
Analyze Argumentative 
Texts
Explain that authors of argumentative texts 
are more persuasive when they introduce a 
counterclaim and explain why the audience 
should not agree with it.

Have students scan paragraphs 7–13. 
Ask: What counterclaim does the author 
acknowledge? How does he argue against 
the counterclaim? Have students underline 
details that introduce the counterclaim and 
facts that argue against it. See student page 
for possible responses.

Ask: How does opposing the counterclaim 
help support the author’s claim? 

Possible Response: It makes the author 
seem like an expert.

First Read
Connect
 THINK ALOUD The author talks 
about biodiversity in paragraph 8. I remember 
reading about biodiversity in another text. It 
is the existence of many kinds of plants and 
animals in an environment. Biodiversity is 
important to the health of people, animals, 
and plants, so we want to protect biodiversity 
wherever we can. 

DOK 3
Possible Teaching Point

Academic Language | Parts of Speech

Use the Academic Vocabulary lesson on pp. T334–T335 in the 
Reading-Writing Workshop Bridge to study how a word’s different parts of 
speech can affect usage. Direct students to reread paragraphs 7–8, and 
call their attention to the words result and heat as examples of words that 
can be used as different parts of speech. Invite students to use the words 
as different parts of speech in a sentence.

OBJECTIVES
Recognize characteristics and structures of 
argumentative text by identifying the claim.  

Recognize characteristics and structures of 
argumentative text by explaining how the author 
has used facts for or against an argument. 

T306 UNIT 5 • WEEK 5
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Make 
Connections 
Highlight reasons that 
explain why stopping 
wildfires became  
a priority in the  
United States after  
the Big Blowup. 

Do you think wildfire 
management is helpful 
or hurtful to our society? 
Make connections and 
discuss your answer with 
a partner. 

CLOSE READ

However, this strategy led to many problems. A more 
successful approach controls wildfires while still 
allowing some cycles of disturbance and regrowth.

In the United States, managing wildfires became a top 
priority in 1910, following the Big Blowup, one of the 
largest wildfires in the nation’s history. The Big Blowup 
actually started as a series of smaller fires; officials 
estimated there were hundreds of them that started in 
late summer. Months of dry weather were followed by 
a sudden bout of storms. Lightning, as well as sparks 
from a train, started numerous fires. Whipped together 
by hurricane-force winds, the fires burned 3 million 
acres in Montana, Idaho, and Washington State in two 
days. The fires killed at least 85 people. Smoke reached 
all the way to New England, more than 1,900 miles from 
Montana. Soot reached the country of Greenland, more 
than 2,700 miles away.  

The Big Blowup finally ended with the help of 
4,000 soldiers-turned-firefighters and a heavy rainfall. 
Afterward, lawmakers in Montana, Idaho, and 
Washington, under pressure from the public, began 
pushing the U.S. Forest Service to adopt a new 
policy of suppressing, or immediately putting out, 
any and all forest fires. The policy soon went into 
effect. Under the new rules, all wildfires were 
to be put out no later than 10 A.M. the day after 
they started.

Forest Service Chief Henry Grave was in office 
during and after the Big Blowup. He said that this 
tough new approach was the best way to protect U.S. 
forests, the people, and businesses nearby, as well as the 
nation’s economy. (Fighting fires of this size is hugely 
expensive. In addition, lumber companies wanted to 
protect timber so they could sell it.) 

11

12

13

Question  
for Reflection:

Have you seen 
examples of ecological 

succession in your 
area? What did  

you notice? 
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READER

AUDIO ANNOTATE

Possible Teaching Point

Close Read
Make Connections
Tell students that as they read, they can 
make connections by seeing how one 
event leads to another. Have students scan 
paragraphs 10–12. Ask: Why did the events 
of the Big Blowup lead to more intervention 
in wildfires?

Possible Response: The fires in the Big 
Blowup were unprecedented in how much 
they destroyed and how many people they 
killed. The smoke and soot reached farther 
than ever before. So, lawmakers felt they had 
to do something to control future fires.

Have partners use text evidence and their 
own background knowledge to discuss 
whether wildfire management is helpful or 
hurtful. Guide them to highlight details in 
the text that support their responses. See 
student page for possible responses.

DOK 2

First Read
Generate Questions
 THINK ALOUD The author begins 
paragraph 10 by saying that human 
intervention in natural disturbances often 
backfires. Then he talks about huge fires that 
destroyed land and killed 85 people. It makes 
sense that people would want to prevent fires 
like this. What did people do in response, and 
how did it backfire? How do these details 
relate to the author’s claim? I’ll keep reading 
to find out.

Word Study | Vowel Changes 

Use the Vowel Changes lesson on pp. T336–T337 in the Reading-Writing 
Workshop Bridge to teach students how changing the end of a word can 
change its pronunciation. Point out the word nature in the title of the text. 
Say the word aloud, emphasizing the long a sound in the first syllable. On 
the board, write natural and say it aloud. Emphasize the short a sound in 
the first syllable. Have students identify how the vowel sound changed 
when the ending changed.

OBJECTIVE
Make connections to personal experiences, ideas 
in other texts, and society. 

T307People Should Manage Nature 
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Analyze 
Argumentative 
Texts
Underline details that 
attack the counterclaim 
that aggressive 
interventions eliminate 
fires altogether. 

CLOSE READ

The Forest Service received government funding to 
build new roads into the wilderness so firefighters could 
quickly reach a blaze. It built lookout towers so workers 
could see over vast stretches of forest. It hired highly 
trained fire crews. Later it added smokejumpers, people 
who jump out of planes to put out fires; bulldozers to 
drop dirt on fires; and planes to spray flame retardant 
over forests. Flame retardant helps keep wood and 
other materials from catching fire. The goal was to use 
technology and labor to eliminate fire entirely.  

The policy of complete fire suppression turned out to 
be a devastating mistake. People failed to understand 
the essential role that wildfires play in forest 
ecosystems. Aggressive fire suppression interrupts the 
cycle of disturbance and regrowth that makes forests 
thrive. Such forests become more, not less, likely to 
burn. When forests are so carefully protected, they grow 
thicker. Trees grow closer together. Dead and fallen 
trees, no longer cleared by periodic wildfires, litter the 
forest floor. This debris can easily catch and spread fire. 
And that can mean less frequent but much larger and 
more destructive wildfires.

14

15

debris the remains of 
something that has  
been destroyed
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CROSS-CURRICULAR PERSPECTIVES Science

First Read
Respond
The author says that trying to suppress 
wildfires turned out to be a “devastating 
mistake.” Based on the evidence in the text, 
do you agree or disagree with the author’s 
claim?

Have students discuss with a partner whether 
they agree with the author’s claim. Make sure 
they are using facts and details from the text 
in their discussions.

SHARED READWEEK 5 LESSON 2
READING WORKSHOP

Close Read
Analyze Argumentative 
Texts
Explain that the author uses the facts about 
damage from the Big Blowup to show why 
people wanted to prevent wildfires, and what 
they did to try to prevent them. Ask: What 
facts and details does the author include 
in his argument about why intervening to 
eliminate fires is not a good solution? Have 
students scan paragraphs 14–15 and 
underline the author’s counterclaim. See 
student page for possible responses.

Explain that the author has carefully chosen 
words to help make his point. Ask: What 
vivid words in paragraph 15 are effective in 
opposing the counterclaim? 

Possible Response: Vivid words, such 
as devastating, aggressive, interrupts, and 
destructive, clearly show the author’s opinion 
of the tactics used.

DOK 3 Tell students that forest fires can occur because of natural causes, such as 
lightning strikes, or because of human activity. Lightning during summer storms 
used to cause the majority of forest fires, but now human activity accounts for as 
many as 90 percent of forest fires in national parks. When people fail to properly 
put out campfires, they can cause a fire. Because the climate is warming, these 
fires can become bigger and more severe, and the fire season lasts longer than 
it used to. Explain that this is another way human activity can negatively affect 
nature. 

OBJECTIVE
Recognize characteristics and structures of 
argumentative text by explaining how the author 
has used facts for or against an argument.  
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hat’s w

hat happened in 2000. D
uring spring and 

sum
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er of that year, a long dry spell and a buildup of 
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fires. T

he fires burned m
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ind students that they should study w
hat the 

author does to achieve his purpose as they read. A
sk: H

ow
 does including 

facts about forest fires help the author achieve his purpose? M
ake sure 

students understand that in any argum
entative text, the author’s purpose 

is to persuade readers to agree w
ith his or her view

 point of view
. D

iscuss 
how

 the facts the author presents about forest fires add to his purpose. 
A

sk students if the author has persuaded them
 to agree w

ith his claim
.

Close R
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hat happens 
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result?
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affects their understanding of the text. 
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 In these paragraphs, 
the author talks about how

 forests can be 
hurt not only w

hen people try to prevent fires, 
but also w

hen they try to clean up after a fire. 
This supports the author’s original claim

 that 
hum

ans should m
anage nature.
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Analyze 
Argumentative 
Texts
Underline a reason 
in paragraph 18 that 
supports the author’s 
main claim. Then 
underline facts that 
support the reason. 

CLOSE READ

Over the past few decades, the 
Forest Service has rethought 
its approach to wildfires. It 
has taken a hard look at the 
results of scientific research as 
well as the clear failure of its 
no-burn policy. Now the Forest 
Service uses controlled burns 
to help maintain forest ecosystems. 
Controlled burns mimic the natural process of wildfire 
disturbance. They also reduce the buildup of wood 
that can cause massive and uncontrollable wildfires. 
Controlled burns protect people while also promoting 
ecological renewal. This type of careful management 
benefits both people and forests. 

Barrier Islands and Ecological Succession

Barrier islands are long, sandy islands along ocean 
coastlines. Geological processes built these islands, and 
ocean waves and winds shape them every day. Steady 
waves deposit sand to form long beaches. Strong waves 
during storms sometimes submerge whole islands. 
Currents erode sand on one end of a barrier island. 
These currents carry the sand and deposit it on the 
island’s other end. This can cause the whole island to 
move slowly down the coast. Clearly, disturbance is 
constant on barrier islands. Because of this, ecosystems 
remain in the first few stages of succession. Ocean forces 
often “reset” these ecosystems. 

18

19

Question 
for Reflection:
Have you seen the 

aftermath of a fire? What 
did you notice? Can 

 you think of ways humans 
could help without 
further disturbing 

the area?
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SHARED READWEEK 5 LESSON 2
READING WORKSHOP

Close Read
Analyze Argumentative 
Texts
Tell students that in an argumentative text, 
readers can assess whether they agree with 
the author’s claim by seeing how well the 
claim is supported with facts and details.

Have students scan paragraph 18. Ask: 
What facts support a reason for the author's 
claim? Have students underline the facts. 
See student page for possible responses.

Ask: How does the solution of a controlled 
burn compare to the counterclaim about 
complete fire suppression that the author 
opposes? 

Possible Response: The author argues 
that complete fire suppression does not 
allow a forest to go through natural cycles 
of destruction and regrowth. A controlled 
burn allows humans to intervene in nature to 
mimic that natural cycle in a safe way.

DOK 2

First Read
Connect
Have you ever read about a wildfire that 
was uncontrolled? What did people do to 
protect themselves? What were the results 
afterward? 

Discuss with students anything they know 
from reading about wildfires.

Remind students that biodiversity means the variety of life in any given ecosystem. 
Not only does biodiversity include many different species living in the same 
ecosystem, but also diversity of genetics within a species. Biodiversity in 
ecosystems results in food for us to eat, clean water for us to drink, and oxygen for 
us to breathe. Studying the biology of different plants and animals has also helped 
scientists discover cures for diseases. Genetic diversity can also help certain 
species adapt to changes in their environment.

CROSS-CURRICULAR PERSPECTIVES Science

OBJECTIVE
Recognize characteristics and structures of 
argumentative text by explaining how the author 
has used facts for or against an argument.

T310 UNIT 5 • WEEK 5
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CLOSE READ

Vocabulary in 
Context 
Context clues are 
words and phrases that 
surround an unfamiliar 
word and help you 
determine the word’s 
meaning. Look at the 
word conditions in 
paragraph 21. 

Underline context clues 
to help you determine 
the meaning of 
conditions. 

Each barrier island ecosystem has distinct features. 
Beaches on the ocean side remain sandy with no plants. 
Algae live between particles of sand. The algae provide 
food for burrowing animals, such as crabs. Winds blow 
sand toward the middle of a barrier island, forming 
dunes. Grasses and other low plants take hold on 
these dunes. Their roots help to stabilize the sand. Salt 
marshes and mud flats develop on the protected side 
of a barrier island. Cordgrass grows in these areas. 
Many fish, sea turtles, and wading birds live within the 
submerged cordgrass. 

Tidal activity floods low areas of a barrier island 
daily. Constant winds blow saltwater onto these islands. 
These conditions make it hard for shrubs or trees to 
grow. Larger woody plants only grow 
on larger islands. Wide dunes on these 
islands protect the plants. Trees and shrubs 
on barrier islands are usually evergreen. 
Their tough leaves provide protection from 
windy and salty conditions.

Small barrier islands have very little 
fresh water. Plants must get water from 
rain. Animals either use saltwater or get 
fresh water from plants. Larger islands 
have freshwater ponds in areas away from 
shore. The island of Assateague is a large 
barrier island along the coasts of Maryland 
and Virginia. Freshwater ponds on this 
island support frogs and toads, red fox, 
deer, and even wild horses. The horses are 
descendants of domestic horses brought to 
the island by European colonists.

20

21

22
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NOTEBOOK
myView
Digital

REALIZE
READER

AUDIO ANNOTATE

First Read
Notice
 THINK ALOUD The author explains 
in paragraph 21 that barrier islands have 
some natural ways of protecting themselves. 
This is an example of how nature can often 
take care of itself. However, since the 
author’s claim is that people must manage 
nature, I predict that he will soon explain 
how barrier islands benefit from human 
management. I’ll keep reading to find out.

Close Read
Vocabulary in Context
Have students find and underline context 
clues that help them determine the meaning 
of conditions in paragraph 21. See student 
page for possible responses.

Ask: How would you define conditions?

Possible Response: “These conditions” 
refers to information about tidal activity, 
floods, and winds that blow saltwater. So, 
“conditions” must mean the circumstances 
that surround a thing or event.

DOK 2

ELL Targeted Support Essential Language Ask students to identify 
any words in paragraphs 20–22 with which they are unfamiliar, such as 
distinct, stabilize, or submerged. Write the unfamiliar words and pronounce 
them for students, having them repeat after you. 

Provide short definitions or synonyms for the words. Have students 
repeat the words aloud along with the definitions or synonyms. Then 
have students read the sentences that contain the words aloud to a 
partner. EMERGING/DEVELOPING

Have students work with a partner to look up the words in a dictionary. Have 
partners use these words as they discuss and write about the text. EXPANDING/
BRIDGING

OBJECTIVE
Use context within and beyond a sentence to 
determine the relevant meaning of unfamiliar 
words or multiple-meaning words. 

T311People Should Manage Nature 
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Make 
Connections
Highlight details 
that help you make 
connections to what 
you have read in other 
texts about the process 
of erosion. 

CLOSE READ

Storms are particularly damaging to barrier islands. 
The strong winds of tropical storms blow away sand 
dunes. Strong waves remove beach sand. Salt marshes 
and mud flats that were protected by dunes and beach 
are then vulnerable. Diverse animal populations in 
these areas may disappear. All ecosystems on a very 
small barrier island can be damaged by a storm such as 
a hurricane.

Some natural features of a barrier island prevent sand 
from completely disappearing during a storm. Storm 
waves move across the whole island in a process called 
overwash. These waves move sand from the ocean 
side to the land side. The sand collects on the land 
side and does not wash away. Scientists have verified 
that overwash protected sand on Santa Rosa Island in 
Florida during Hurricane Opal in 1995.

Plant life on a barrier island can also prevent the 
loss of sand. Roots of plants hold sand as waves crash 
ashore. Roots and leaves shelter dunes from heavy 
winds. When sand is protected, all barrier island 
communities can thrive.

23

24

25
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SHARED READWEEK 5 LESSON 2
READING WORKSHOP

Close Read
Make Connections
Remind students that when they read about 
an unfamiliar topic, it is helpful to think about 
what they already know about related topics. 
They can then make connections between 
what they know and the new information 
given in the text. 

Ask: What have you already read about 
erosion in this unit? What did you learn?

Possible Response: We read about erosion 
in Rocks and Fossils. That text explained that 
water can change rocks over time by eroding 
them, or washing parts of them away.

Ask: How does this help you understand 
the text? Have students highlight details in 
paragraphs 23–24 that connect to what they 
already learned about the process of erosion. 
See student page for possible responses.

DOK 3

First Read
Connect

THINK ALOUD When the author 
first explained overwash, it sounded like a 
bad thing you would not want to happen to 
a barrier island. But after I reread this section 
and discussed it with a partner, I realized that 
when sand is moved to the land side, the 
island is better protected. This is a natural 
process that people should manage carefully 
but not prevent.

Possible Teaching Point

Academic Language | Parts of Speech 

Use the Academic Vocabulary lesson on pp. T334–T335 in the  
Reading-Writing Workshop Bridge to study how a word’s different parts 
of speech can affect usage. Direct students to reread paragraphs 23–25, 
and call their attention to the words damaging and prevent as examples of 
words that can be used as different parts of speech. Invite students to use 
the words as different parts of speech in a sentence.

OBJECTIVE
Make connections to personal experiences, ideas 
in other texts, and society. 
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Analyze 
Argumentative 
Texts
Underline evidence  
that supports the idea 
that people should 
manage nature to 
prevent disasters. 

CLOSE READ

Barrier Islands: People and Nature 

Lovely beaches and dunes attract people to barrier 
islands. They are popular tourist spots, and they 
support many permanent human communities. 
Galveston Island in Texas has had people living on it for 
over 1,300 years. Its current population is over 50,000 
people. But barrier island communities face challenges. 
Natural disruptions from storms can kill people and 
ruin property. On Galveston Island in 1900, nearly 
10,000 people were swept away or killed in a huge 
storm. This led officials to build a seawall for protection.    

A seawall is a structure made of concrete or rocks. It 
is built on the coast to keep communities safe from tides 
and large waves. A seawall changes the coastline of a 
barrier island. Instead of sand, waves 
encounter a hard, unmovable surface. 
Seawalls and other hard structures can 
interrupt the flow of sand down the 
ocean side of a barrier island. This can 
change ecosystems on that island and 
on other islands near it.

In 1933, engineers built two jetties 
between Fenwick Island and Assateague 
Island, off the coast of Maryland. These 
rocky structures allowed boats to move 
between the islands. But the north jetty 
stopped the flow of sand to Assateague 
Island. The south jetty caused waves to 
quickly erode the beach on Assateague. 
The change in the movement of sand 
actually moved part of the island closer 
to shore.   

26

27

28
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NOTEBOOK
myView
Digital

REALIZE
READER

AUDIO ANNOTATE

Possible Teaching Point

First Read
Generate Questions
 THINK ALOUD Some natural 
systems are beneficial to Earth, but they can 
also cause disasters that harm people and 
communities. What can we do to protect 
both people and nature? 

Close Read
Analyze Argumentative 
Texts
Have students scan paragraphs 26–28 to 
find and underline details that support the 
author’s claim about managing nature. See 
student page for possible responses.

Discuss with students how the author’s claim 
and supporting details support the initial 
claim of the text: humans should manage 
nature to prevent disasters. Remind students 
to come back to this claim throughout the 
text and think about the facts and details the 
author has used to support it.

Ask: Why is it important for readers of 
argumentative texts to analyze how an author 
uses facts to support his or her claim? 

Possible Response: Readers should be 
critical of any persuasive text. They should 
always ask: Is the reason pertinent to the 
author's claim? Is what the author presents 
as a fact really true? If the facts and reasons 
do not adequately support the claim, a reader 
probably should not agree with the claim.

DOK 3

OBJECTIVE
Recognize characteristics and structures of 
argumentative text by explaining how the author 
has used facts for or against an argument. 

Read Like a Writer | Author’s Craft 

Text Structure Remind students to analyze how a text is organized as 
they read. Display p. 585 for students, and ask them what the purpose of 
the heading “Barrier Islands: People and Nature” is. Have students discuss 
how the information in this section differs from that in the previous section. 
Ask them why they think the author organized information this way.

T313People Should Manage Nature 
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Analyze 
Argumentative 
Texts 
Underline details that 
help you identify the 
author’s intended 
audience, or readers.  

CLOSE READ

Structures like jetties and 
seawalls improve safety 
and access for people on 
barrier islands. And some 
may argue that this type of 
management also protects 
many barrier island ecosystems. 
Hard structures meant to prevent 
waves from reaching upland areas also protect dune 
ecosystems. When dunes are protected, so are mud 
flats and salt marshes on the land side of the island. 
Management can actually slow down the rate of cycles 
of succession. These ecosystems can then remain stable 
over a longer period of time.

29 Question for 
Reflection:

How might people help 
minimize changes to 
barrier islands rather 

than make them 
worse? 
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SHARED READWEEK 5 LESSON 2
READING WORKSHOP

Close Read
Analyze Argumentative 
Texts
Tell students that as they read argumentative 
texts, they should always keep in mind the 
author’s intended audience. Ask: What clues 
can you look for to help you identify an 
intended audience? 

Possible Response: Look for details that are 
addressed directly to the reader.

Explain that readers can also look for 
context clues that define difficult or specific 
language. Those clues may indicate that the 
intended audience is made up of people who 
are interested in the subject, but who are not 
experts already.

Ask: Is there anything the author directs to 
his audience? Guide students to look at the 
“Question for Reflection” text feature. See 
student page for possible responses.

DOK 3

First Read
Respond
Have you ever visited or read about a barrier 
island or seen a jetty or seawall? How does 
this help you understand the text?

Allow students to talk about how their 
background knowledge helps them 
understand the topic and the author’s claim.

Possible Teaching Point

Academic Language | Parts of Speech 

Use the Academic Vocabulary lesson on pp. T334–T335 in the Reading-
Writing Workshop Bridge to study how a word’s different parts of speech 
can affect usage. Point out the word protects in paragraph 29 as an 
example of a word that can be used as different parts of speech: protect 
(verb), protection (noun), protector (noun), and so on. Have students to use 
the words in a sentence.

OBJECTIVE
Recognize characteristics and structures of 
argumentative text by identifying the intended 
audience or reader. 
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Analyze 
Argumentative 
Texts
Underline evidence  
that supports the 
author’s point on the 
previous page. 

CLOSE READ

Restoration of the beach ecosystem has been shown 
to protect barrier islands from hurricane damage. 
Officials from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration observed that islands with beach 
nourishment kept their sandy beaches after hurricanes 
in 2005 and 2008. Other similar islands experienced 
heavy erosion. On those islands, beaches and dunes 
were removed by violent waves and wind. Salt  
marshes on those islands then became vulnerable to 
future storms.  

Restoration of barrier islands in general helps to 
protect coastal communities from hurricanes. The 
Barataria Bay island chain off the coast of Louisiana is 
being restored with funds from the Coastal Wetlands 
Planning, Protection, and Restoration Act. These islands 
are a first line of defense when a hurricane hits. They 
absorb energy from the storm, sparing communities on 
the mainland.   

34

35
Fluency
Read paragraphs 34–38 
aloud with a partner. 
When you come to a 
word you do not know, 
sound out the letters in 
the word. Use context 
clues to help you 
determine the meaning 
of the word.
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CROSS-CURRICULAR PERSPECTIVES Science

SHARED READWEEK 5 LESSON 2
READING WORKSHOP

Close Read
Analyze Argumentative 
Texts
Have students first identify the author’s point 
on p. 587. Have them scan paragraphs 34 
and 35, looking for and underlining details 
that support the argument. See student 
page for possible responses. 

Ask: How does the author’s argument about 
barrier islands relate to his argument about 
wildfires? Discuss with students how these 
two arguments are connected.

DOK 3

Fluency
Have students read paragraphs 34–38 aloud 
with a partner to practice fluency. Students 
should focus on reading with accuracy.

DOK 3

First Read
Notice

THINK ALOUD The ecosystems of 
barrier islands were being damaged when 
people began building jetties and seawalls, 
but then people were able to solve that 
problem through beach nourishment. The 
author argues that this is an example of how 
people can keep homes and communities 
safe while still taking care of nature.

Have students connect what they read in paragraphs 34–35 with the information 
about the Florida Keys in the map on p. 571 of Student Interactive. Ask: Is there 
a way for people to protect themselves and their property without destroying 
ecosystems? Have students compare and contrast the strategies of beach 
nourishment and building safer houses. Guide them to use facts and logic to 
evaluate the appropriateness of each course of action. 

OBJECTIVES
Use appropriate fluency (rate, accuracy, and 
prosody) when reading grade-level text. 

Use context to confirm or self-correct word 
recognition and understanding, rereading as 
necessary.

Recognize characteristics and structures of 
argumentative text by explaining how the author 
has used facts for or against an argument.

T316 UNIT 5 • WEEK 5
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Make 
Connections
Highlight a solution the 
author provides to the 
argument about humans 
managing nature. 
Connect this solution 
to solutions in other 
argumentative texts you 
have read. 

CLOSE READ

Ecosystems on barrier islands can benefit greatly 
from human management. After violent natural events, 
such as hurricanes, human intervention can restore 
these ecosystems. Barrier island management also helps 
human communities. It enhances species diversity 
on the islands and improves safety. In these ways, 
management is much more beneficial than just letting 
natural cycles act on barrier islands. 

Conclusion

Disruptions are common in nature. Some, such as 
fire and mudslides, are relatively rare. Others, such as 
wind and waves, are constant in certain ecosystems. 
Catastrophic disruptions can reset ecosystems to an 
early stage of succession. These systems were formed 
to handle these types of disruptions. However, modern 
human communities were not, and people now live 
within nearly all ecosystems. 

To protect lives and property, we must manage 
nature. If done thoughtfully, management can actually 
protect and enhance ecosystems. We can slow down 
cycles of natural disturbance, increasing stable habitats 
for many plants and animals. We must respect and 
understand cycles of nature. But with ecological 
understanding, we can manage nature so that all of  
life benefits. 

36

37

38
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Possible Teaching Point

NOTEBOOK
myView
Digital

REALIZE
READER

AUDIO ANNOTATE

First Read
Respond
The author concludes the text by stating that 
people should manage nature so that all life 
benefits. Do you agree with his claim?

Have students discuss with a partner whether  
the author persuaded them of his claim in  
the text. 

Close Read
Make Connections
Remind students that when they read an 
argumentative text, they should consider 
other texts they have read on similar topics. 
This can help them understand multiple 
viewpoints on an issue and decide whether 
they agree with a claim an author makes.

Ask: What solution does the author present 
to the issue of humans managing nature? 
Have students scan paragraphs 37–38 and 
highlight the solution. See student page for 
possible responses. 

Say: Think about other texts you have 
read about natural disasters. Knowing that 
information and the information in this text, 
do you agree with the author that humans 
should thoughtfully manage nature to prevent 
or lessen the effects of disasters? Discuss 
with students, making sure they are using 
relevant text evidence. 

DOK 3

Read Like a Writer | Author’s Craft 

Point of View Ask students to reread paragraphs 37–38, looking for 
pronouns that indicate point of view. Make sure students understand that 
by using we, the author is changing to first-person point of view. Explain 
that in an argumentative text, this can be an effective way of relating to 
readers. For more instruction on Author’s Craft, see pp. T338–T339. 

OBJECTIVE
Make connections to personal experiences, ideas 
in other texts, and society. 

T317People Should Manage Nature 
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WEEK 5 LESSON 3
READING WORKSHOP

MInilesson

FOCUS ON STRATEGIES Readers analyze argumentative texts by identifying 
the author’s claim, and looking at the reasons the author uses to support 
the claim.

• Think about what the author is trying to persuade you to believe.

• Look for facts and details the author uses to support the claim. 

• Ask yourself who the intended audience of the text is.

• Think about if the author has achieved his or her purpose of persuading 
the audience.

MODEL AND PRACTICE Use the Close Read note on p. 577 of the Student 
Interactive to model how to annotate the text to analyze its argument.

What is the author’s claim? The first few paragraphs talk about a wildfire 
destroying a forest, and then what happens when plants begin to grow back 
and animals return. However, when the disturbance involves humans, the 
results can be “catastrophic,” killing people and damaging property. If 
people help manage nature, they can “reduce” tragedy.

Have pairs work together to find and underline the author’s claim. If 
necessary, direct them to paragraph 4 and ask them what sentence is 
supported by the details in the previous paragraphs.

Analyze Argumentative Texts

ELL Targeted Support  Explain Tell students that explaining or 
describing something they read is a good way to make sure they 
understand the author's claim and supporting reasons. 

Have students explain, in their own words, what situation the 
author describes in paragraphs 1–4. Have them restate the author’s 
claim. EMERGING/DEVELOPING

Ask students to explain what the author wants them to understand from 
the situation he describes in paragraphs 1–4. Then have partners find a 
sentence in the text that is close in meaning to their answer. EXPANDING/

BRIDGING

CLOSE READ

OBJECTIVES
Recognize characteristics and 
structures of argumentative text 
by identifying the claim.  

Recognize characteristics and 
structures of argumentative text 
by explaining how the author 
has used facts for or against an 
argument. 

Recognize characteristics and 
structures of argumentative 
text by identifying the intended 
audience or reader. 

ACADEMIC  
VOCABULARY
Integrate Offer students oral 
practice using the unit Academic 
Vocabulary words to analyze 
argumentative texts. Give students 
sentence starters, such as

The author claims nature is 
disturbed by ___.

ELL Access
Discuss with students the 
importance of being able to 
identify an author’s claim and 
analyze how the author supports 
it. Students may benefit from 
using a web with “Author’s Claim” 
in the middle and “Supporting 
Reasons” around it.

People Should 
Manage Nature

T322 UNIT 5 • WEEK 5
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WHOLE GROUP
myView
Digital

ANNOTATE NOTEBOOK

Have students use strategies for analyzing the characteristics and 
structures of argumentative text, including identifying the claim and 
the intended audience or reader.

OPTION 1  TURNTURNMyMy Have students annotate the text using the 
other Close Read notes for Analyze Argumentative Texts and then 
use the text evidence from their annotations to complete the chart 
on p. 592.

OPTION 2  Use Independent Text Have students use annotations 
to mark places in the text where they find the author’s claim, as 
well as facts and details that support the claim. Direct them to note 
words or phrases that identify the intended audience of the text.

Apply

STUDENT INTERACTIVE, p. 592

 QUICK CHECK

Notice and Assess Can students 
analyze elements of argumentative 
texts?

Decide

• If students struggle, revisit 
instruction about analyzing 
argumentative texts in Small Group  
on pp. T324–T325.

• If students show understanding, 
extend instruction about analyzing 
argumentative texts in Small Group  
on pp. T324–T325.

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT OPTIONS
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CLOSE READ

Analyze Argumentative Texts
An argumentative text attempts to persuade readers. The author 
provides reasons and evidence, including facts and examples, for or 
against a claim. To analyze an argument, identify the author’s claim and 
intended audience. 

1. TURNTURNMyMy  Go to the Close Read notes in People Should Manage 
Nature and underline the parts that help you identify the claim, 
supporting reasons and facts, and intended audience.

2. Text Evidence Use the parts you underlined to complete the chart. 

Claim

Reason

Facts

Reason

Facts

Who is the intended audience?

Possible responses:

“Controlled burns protect people 
while also promoting ecological 
renewal.”

“Controlled burns mimic the 
natural process of wildfire 
disturbance.”

“beach nourishment does restore 
the important beach ecosystem 
to a barrier island”

“prevents waves from damaging 
roads and homes,” “expands 
habitats for barrier island animals”

careful management of nature. Management can reduce human tragedy 
and still allow diverse ecosystems to thrive.”

The audience is people interested in helping “minimize changes” in 
the environment “rather than mak[ing] them worse.”

“. . . it is essential that humans practice 

592592
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WEEK 5 LESSON 4
READING WORKSHOP

Make Connections

ELL Targeted Support Text to Self Read aloud paragraph 6 and ask 
students to connect the text with what they know.

Ask students: Have you ever seen a natural disturbance caused by 
weather? When? What happened after? EMERGING

Have students work in pairs to ask each other the questions above. 
DEVELOPING

Have students work in pairs to discuss the questions about their 
previous experiences. Then have them explain how their experiences 
connect to the text. EXPANDING/BRIDGING

“ Instructional feedback is as important as instruction, but what should feedback look like? It doesn’t just 
mean telling the student, ‘Good job!’ Feedback means asking questions about what students are learning 
from text and asking them to demonstrate how the text supports their response. Good feedback is asking 
students to engage in purposeful activities through oral expression or in writing.”
See PearsonRealize.com for more professional development on research-based best practices.

EXPERT’S VIEW Sharon Vaughn, University of Texas at Austin

FOCUS ON STRATEGIES Readers use what they know from previous 
experiences and other texts to make connections as they read. 

• Think about what you know about natural disasters or natural cycles 
from your own experiences. Have you ever heard about a forest fire?

• Have you read other texts on the same topic? What did you learn?

MODEL AND PRACTICE Use the Close Read note on p. 576 of the Student 
Interactive to model how to annotate the text to make connections.

What is the cause of natural disturbances? In paragraph 2, I see that natural 
disturbances are major changes in an ecosystem, such as a flood or a 
wildfire. I will highlight that. I can connect it to a newspaper article I read 
about wildfires on the West Coast that endangered people and destroyed 
property. What natural disturbances have you seen or heard about?

Encourage students to discuss natural disturbances. Ask students how 
using their prior knowledge helps them better understand the text.

MInilesson

CLOSE READ

OBJECTIVE
Make connections to personal 
experiences, ideas in other texts, 
and society. 

ADDITIONAL  
VOCABULARY
Integrate Offer students oral 
practice using the unit Academic 
Vocabulary words to make 
connections. Ask:

• What natural cycles have you 
heard about before?

People Should 
Manage Nature
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WHOLE GROUP

 QUICK CHECK

Notice and Assess Can students make 
connections as they read?

Decide

• If students struggle, revisit 
instruction for making connections in 
Small Group on pp. T328–T329.

• If students show understanding, 
extend instruction for making 
connections in Small Group on  
pp. T328–T329. 

Have students use the strategies for making connections as  
they read.

OPTION 1  TURNTURNMyMy Have students annotate the text using the 
other Close Read notes for Make Connections, and then use the text 
evidence from their annotations to complete p. 593.

OPTION 2  Use Independent Text Have students use sticky notes 
to mark places in the text where they make a connection to their 
own prior knowledge or experiences, and to write on the sticky notes 
how it helps them understand the text.

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT OPTIONS

Apply
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READING WORKSHOP

Make Connections
As you read, make connections to your own experiences, other 
texts, and what you know about the world or society in general. Ask 
questions that help you better understand new information in a text.

1. TURNTURNMyMy  Go to the Close Read notes and highlight evidence that 
helps you make connections to the text.

2. Text Evidence Use your highlighted text to explain the different 
types of connections you made to People Should Manage Nature.

How does the text connect to my life?

How does the text connect to other texts I have read?

How does the text connect to what I know about the world?

Text Evidence

Connection

Text Evidence

Connection 

Text Evidence

Connection

Possible responses:

“A natural disaster is a type of disturbance, or temporary 
condition that causes major changes in an ecosystem.”

My home was near a forest fire, and we were afraid that we 
might have to evacuate. It was scary. 

The Big Blowup “fires burned 3 million acres” and “killed 
at least 85 people.”

I’ve read about other deadly and destructive natural events, 
such as the eruption of Mount Vesuvius.

“After wildfires, people also cause problems by attempting 
to ‘clean’ the forest.”

I’ve noticed that people often feel moved to do whatever 
they can to help a situation. Sometimes they do not or cannot 
understand the consequences of their actions.

593593
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myView
Digital

ANNOTATE NOTEBOOK

STUDENT INTERACTIVE, p. 593
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Go online to access digital copies of the student 
texts, more texts and lessons! 

www.pearsonschool.com/mvtrial

 Create a myView Realize™ account

 Sign-In to pearsonrealize.com

 Select Browse

 Choose grade level

To find additional text:

 From the Table of Contents screen,  
 select Student Interactive

A PDF of a student book opens, and  
contains 30 different text

To find additional instruction:

 From the Table of Contents, select a unit
 Within the Unit, select a week
 Within the Week, select Lesson 2
 Within the week, scroll to Reading    
 Workshop: Shared Read

 The text instruction will be the first item  
 under the Shared Read section. 
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